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A Palestinian man stands on a beach during stormy weather by his house at al-Shati camp for Palestinian refugees in Gaza City. — AFP 

Picture shows the second world biggest rough dia-
mond named “Sewelo” displayed at place Vendome’s
Louis Vuitton luxury shop in Paris.  — AFP 

You Wenfeng, who belongs to China’s tiny Hezhen
ethnic group, is one of the few people in her com-
munity who can still make clothing from the skin

of fish. She was not yet born when her kinsmen were
thrown into labour camps during Japan’s occupation of
Manchuria in the 1930s and 1940s. “Many Hezhen clans
perished, but my mother survived to pass on her fish-
skin knowledge to me,” said You, 68.

A Tungusic people native to Siberia and on the Black
Dragon river, as the Amur is known in China, the Hezhen
rebuilt its population to 5,000 from 300 after World War
II. But that hasn’t stopped the decline of Hezhen culture,
including the tradition of making garments from the skin
of carp, pike and salmon. Few in the current generation
are interested in learning the craft. Fish-skin clothing is
also no longer a regular part of daily Hezhen attire.

Sensing the end, You started to impart her knowledge
to some local Han Chinese women in Tongjiang, a quiet
city near the northeastern border with Russia where she
now lives. Her disciples also learn the Yimakan, a story-
telling genre that switches between speech and song in
the Hezhen language. The education is arduous, with
You’s acolytes committing to memory songs of fishing,
hunting and ancient tribal conquests through phonetics
alone. With little prompting, You burst into song in her
studio apartment during a visit by Reuters, singing of a
woman’s wish to bear a son for her hunter-husband.

Hezhen hunters rode on canoes made from birch, or
“swift horses”, You said, smiling. Such is their skill on
water that legend says the Hezhen descended from mer-
maids. “When the forests flooded to the treetops, there’d
be fish everywhere,” she said. “Just throw your spear into
the water and there’d be fish.” These days, fish are
sourced from the marketplace. And instead of tiger bone
and deer tendon, embroidery needles and cotton thread
are used. A top and a pair of trousers for a woman
require 50 fish, and for a man, 56, You said.

She would de-skin the fish and dry the skin. It is then
repeatedly passed through the wooden jaws of a rudi-
mentary press to soften it. The process takes a month.

Sewing requires a further 20 days. Finding commercial
functions for fish-skin might save the craft. Fish-leather
has inspired some luxury fashion houses such as Dior
and Prada to occasionally include it in their garments
and accessories, but the fabric is still largely a curiosity.
“Look at the criss-cross pattern on the skin,” You said.
“It’s stronger than most skins.” — Reuters

Louis Vuitton made a splash as it showcased its
latest purchase yesterday: the world’s sec-
ond-biggest rough diamond. The LVMH-

owned brand, which said last week that it was the
new owner of the 1,758-carat Sewelo, displayed the
glinting, blackened stone at its Place Vendome store
in Paris. The company has not said how much it paid
for the diamond. The size of a tennis ball and cov-
ered in carbon, it was discovered in Botswana last
year and will be cut into gems.

Its name, Sewelo, means “rare find” in Setswana,
and the stone will be turned into a collection of fine
jewelry, according to Lucara, a Canada-based dia-
mond mining company which is partnering with
Vuitton and an Antwerp-based manufacturer to
produce the gems, and which owns the mine where
it was found. Vuitton, better known for making
pricey handbags, only entered fine jewelry in 2012 -
where it competes with Bulgari, also owned by
LVMH, and Richemont’s Cartier.

High-end jewelers are displaying their wares in
Paris alongside Haute Couture Week, a showcase of
one-of-a-kind outfits by top designers. Pieces in
these jewelry collections often cost tens of thou-
sands of dollars. Jewelry has emerged as one of the
fastest-growing segments of the luxury goods mar-
ket in recent years, spurring LVMH’s $16.2 billion
purchase of US label Tiffany last year. Kering’s
Gucci label also said last year it would branch into
high-end jewelry. — Reuters

Ethnic Hezhen You Wenfeng poses with her fish skin
clothes at a frozen river in in Tongjiang, Heilongjiang
province, China. — Reuters photos

Ethnic Hezhen You Wenfeng’s student learns how to make clothes from fish skin clothes at You’s studio.

You Wenfeng, 68, an ethnic Hezhen woman, poses with
her f ishskin clothes at her studio in Tongjiang,
Heilongjiang province, China. 


